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I Answer anY SIX questions'

1. Find the value k in order that the matrix A =
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(o*z=rz)
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is of rank 2.

2. Define eigen values and eigen vectors of a square matrix'

3. Find the nth derivative of log"(zx +3)'

4. lf -{os-1(xY) ,tlndd;,*

5. State Lagrange's mean value theorem'

u. tl.r",f,",yp" of discontinuity of the function

f(x) =

7. Show that f(x, y\=x3+y3-3xy+7 is minimum at the point (1'1)'

8. Evaluate liryx'.

ll Answer anY THREE questions'

Fx+7'x)1attr;tlzx-7'x<1

(r*c=rz)

9. Flnd the rank of the matrix -3
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UV reaucing it to normal form
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10. Show that the equations r + y+ z = 6,x+2y+32 = 14 and x+4y+72=30
are consistent and solve them. 

tt 2)
11. Find the eigen values and corresponding eigenvectors of the matrix 

Ll 2.]

12. lf l is an eigen value of a square matrix A with X as its corresponding eigen vector

then Prove that (i) 1,2 is an eigen value of A2

(ii) | is an eigen value of A-1 provided A is non-singular.

(iii) i lll is an eigen value of adj(A) , provided A is non-singular.

73. tf A=
2
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then show by Cayley Hamilton theorem .44 = I and 43 = A-1.

lll Answer any THREE questions. (f x a = fZ)

14. Prove that a function which continuous in a closed interval takes every value
between its bounds at least once.



15. Discuss continuity ofl (x) = --= if x *0 and f(0)=0 at x=O

l+e\ ' '

16. Discuss the differentiability of f(x)=

1 - 2x, .for x <0

l, ./itr 0 < x <l at x=0

2x -1. _fbrx>l

17. Find the nth derivative o, xr - 4r + |

r' t 2r' -x-2

18. Using Leibnitz rule, find the nth derivative of (rz +.r + l)(coszx)(cos3x)

lV Answer any THREE questions.

19.state and prove Cauchy's mean value theorem.

20. Expand tan ' 1x) in the powers of lx - L 1by Taylor's theorem.' 4'
21. Expand log(1+sin x) up to the term containing xa using Maclaurin's series.

22. Evatuate tim !!LIr-0 xzta n (x)

23. tvaluate lim( I * sinx)"r* .
-r.O

v Answer any THREE questions. (:. c = fz)

24. tf z=sin(ax *y)+ cos (ax-y), Provethat #= ^"#

(rxc=rz)

25. lf u= sin

26.|f I = Ltvu' , )r =Ut,+r'rt+tw and :: l, +r'+]v, Prove that

rl(r, t', z)
-l ' '- - (a - v)(r'- w)(w - u)
d(rr, v, rv)

27. Expand e' cosy near the point (7,1t/41by Taylor's theorem.

28. Using the method of Lagrange's multipliers prove that the maximum volume of a

rectangular box with given surface area.

* ++rt++ :*,t + + )t,*,*****,t*,1.t

/ ) )\(x-+v'\ Au 0u1l ' I showthat X-+ V- _lanU
Ir*y ) A*'dy


